DATA CENTER SOLUTIONS

HD Patch Panel

Features:
- Large space for easy expansion of capacity
- Lightweight aluminum material
- User-defined label for easy management
- Conform to RoHS and EIA/TIA568C standards

HD Patch Panel 1U/2U/4U:
19” rack mount with 2 cassettes in each layer

1U solution
- 1U: 6pcs independent cassettes with 144 cores LC

2U solution
- 2U: 12pcs independent cassettes with 288 cores LC

4U solution
- 4U: 24pcs independent cassettes with 576 cores LC

Display of Different Cassettes:
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FIBER CONNECTIVITY

- **LC Integrate connector**
  - One-piece design

- **LC Duplex SLL Connector**
  - Compact design
  - Only 17.2mm

- **LC Uniboot Connector**
  - Short push-pull tab
  - Long push-pull tab
  - Polarity Reversible

- **Mini LC Connector**
  - Compact design
  - Only 17.2mm

- **IP68 Waterproof Cable Connector**
  - One-handed operation possible

- **PM optical fiber connector**
  - PM degree ±1°

- **MPO Connector/Adapter**

- **MPO Adapter**

- **SC Secure Lockable Connector**
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